Official publication

you have been formally identified as the
ONLY MAIN WINNER
of the bank cheque for NZ$ 15,000.00.
THIS IS ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN!

General Conclusion

Once we receive the Guarantee of Prize Payment
with all required documents
the cheque for NZ$ 15,000.00
made out in your name
will be sent to you within 48 hours*
THIS IS AN OFFICIAL COMMITMENT!

*Please refer to the conditions of participation...
PRIZE PAYMENT FORM

☐ Yes, I accept the conditions of participation.
I am answering IMMEDIATELY to have the right to the guaranteed payment of the cheque for NZ$ 15,000.00. I am attaching my sticker to the right.

☐ Yes, I also want the gift and I have filled out my Acceptance Form and Order Form.

YOU MUST RESPOND

TO ENSURE TOTAL PROTECTION, PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM COMPLETELY FILLED OUT

ORDER FORM FOR THE SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA

Return the entire form WITHOUT WAITING personally to: Angélique de Succès, P. O. Box 316, NL-3940 AH Doorn, The Netherlands

☐ YES, Angélique, I was very touched by your offer of help. It is so sincere and so genuine. I enthusiastically accept your generous offer.

☐ YES, I am impatiently waiting for the discreet package you will send me. I am eager to receive the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” and the “Personal and Confidential Notice” for its use.

☐ YES, I want to sense the cosmic waves and energy that radiate from its occult action on “Ultra-Positive Emanations”, so that the great luck I need will finally be attracted at all levels.

☐ YES, I understand that the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” will bring success to me in all areas. I will obtain a YES in response to all my questions and desires: MONEY COMING IN? YES! LOTTERY WINS? YES! WINS AT OTHER GAMES OF CHANCE? YES! WINS IN EVERYTHING? YES! LOVE? YES! LUCK IN STRENGTH IN LIFE? YES! SUCCESS? YES!... The list goes on and on!

☐ YES, Yes, I have seen that it has already acted for me. The proof is that I am formally the only person who, with the identification number on the other side, can claim the cheque for NZ$ 15,000.00. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN!

☐ YES, I am aware that you will refund all the costs I am paying today if I return the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” to you within 3 months.

☐ YES, in order to cover your preparation costs of NZS 65 and NZS 5 for shipment of the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” and the “Personal and Confidential Notice” for its use, I am paying a total of NZS 70.

☐ YES, I want everything as soon as possible. Please process and ship in priority and I am paying an additional NZS 5 for this service.

I am paying my participation towards cost of NZS 70 or NZS 75 (including NZS 5 for priority processing) as follows (fill out and return in the enclosed reply envelope):

☐ By bank cheque enclosed made out to ☐ By cash enclosed

☐ By credit card: ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard ☐ American Express

Card No.: _______________________
Exp. date: __/____/_____
Today’s date: __/____/_____

E-mail: _______________________
Signature: _______________________
(required for credit card payments)

IMPORTANT:
Your full name ____________________________
Your telephone No. _______________________
Your address: ____________________________

LATEST INFORMATION

I want to remind you that the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” has an intense “personal protection” power that you will feel right away. You will also see that all the negative waves surrounding you will rapidly fade and disappear. They will be replaced by joy in living, success and good health. It also possesses a “BENEFICIAL POWER” that will enable you to rapidly win lotteries and other games of chance. This will be made possible by the very simple rules you will find in the personal notice.

Finally, the “cosmic link” that will bind us also obliges me to remind you not to sell, lend or give away the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA”. This is very important and is the only rule I must ask you to accept. If a friend or relative comes to you (because there will be envious people around you), tell them to come to see me. I will be happy to help them, just as I am doing today for you.

Your sincere friend

REMINDER OF MY FORMAL AND UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
(That has proven my reliability and my reputation throughout the world)
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If you are not satisfied, an impossibility, simply demand the reimbursement of the amount you paid. The day you receive it, a cheque in your name will be sent directly to you.
I know that you want to change your LIFE, have the money you need and systematically attract LUCK.

Please read this letter sent personally to you, all the way to the end. In addition to the news of a win on the first page, you will discover other exceptional things. Starting today, you can REALLY be a winner in all areas.

This is the PURE TRUTH and I will prove it below...

I am responsible for the unique task of offering you, now and totally FREE, the most magical and most fantastic object that exists in the world. **It is unique in the world!**

Its occult action of “Ultra-Positive Emanations” will TOTALLY AND RADICALLY transform your entire LIFE in the areas of health, money, love, luck, success, satisfaction from life...

YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT RIGHT AWAY. BUT YOU WILL RAPIDLY SEE IT! **SPEC-TA-CU-LAR!!!**

Under a sparkling star-studded sky, I saw your personal orb shining several times in the night, and for several nights in a row: your “lucky star” that has been watching over you since your birth.

I know exactly what you are thinking ... You believe that your star no longer wants to shine for you, that it will no longer help you, that maybe it disappeared, to wherever ... another galaxy? Not at all. I can show you that it is still watching over you, and that its actions have prevented things from becoming even worse than they are!

If you couldn't profit from the possibilities when your “lucky star” was there, this is simply because you were unaware of things. You didn't see that it was offering you a chance and this is why you were unable to profit from it. This was most unfortunate, since you would already have been able to live life like you always wanted to. You are fully deserving of a totally different existence, this one filled with luck.

Please continue...
In spite of all this, I can reassure you because I am ready here and now to furnish all my force, all my will, so that everything changes for the better. I will act to resolve your problems, whatever they are, **AT NO COST.**

This is a solemn promise, [REDACTED]

**Keep reading, everything will become clear ...**

I see your struggle, I see you trying everything to emerge from this negative vicious cycle that is dragging you and your life downward. I also have to admit that you have really not been lucky and that you presently lack the energy to continue the fight.

I can assure you now that the time has come, the past will truly be relegated to the past. [REDACTED] my help will allow you to take your life in hand and positively influence your FATE that I assure you is under a good sign.

How many times have you called out for help but no one listened, nobody came. I imagine that you secretly dream of the day when someone will finally propose help and will say to you with no hidden agenda: **“Dear [REDACTED] I am here to help you ... with nothing in exchange. I am preoccupied with this because you are so deserving”**.

These few words should fill you with hope, like oxygen for an ailing person, like a lifeline for a shipwreck victim. Yes, I am here to help you because I know you are not a jealous, demanding or egotistical person. On the contrary, you simply appreciate life, this life that has not yet provided you with the HAPPINESS you are seeking and deserve.

*This is very important for you!*  
If you accept my help this will be the only decision you have to make, but it is of utmost importance. I assure you that what you will experience in the coming days will be much more beautiful than anything you have imagined in your most cherished and secret dreams.

I want to be clear about one thing: I am not proposing “miracles”. They simply don’t exist and those who say they do are merely dishonest. [REDACTED] what I am proposing is real help that has been proven in the past, that will drive away the negative waves that have been assailing you forever. These aggressive waves have caused only negative events in your emotions and your private life, that has been sorely tested over the past few years. Frustrations, a lack of love, an incredible lack of luck, a lack of money.

**But that's not all!**

These negative waves are all the more harmful because they are aggressive towards your subconscious. This has automatically generated a permanent feeling of stress and that caused you to give up, to throw in the towel so to speak. In these conditions, you are unable to cope with the harsh realities of your life. Think about the lack of money, of the problems in paying your rent, your household bills, but also think about taking care of yourself, of dressing nicely. You see, I am not even talking about the money you would like to spend for the small pleasures of life, such as buying some body care products, going out for a meal with good friends, going to the cinema or the theatre, in fact all the pleasures in life. It has been said that “money does not create happiness”. Believe me, it will help create yours.

*Quickly read page 5...*
If you agree, and I believe you will **dear**, we will IMMEDIATELY
STOP this INFERNAL NEGATIVE DISTRESS, TO RAPIDLY EMBARK ON YOUR NEW LIFE.

Do not hesitate, you will soon succeed at everything, everything will shine ... the sun, money, love, because starting now you are just like all those I have already helped. Your desires will become reality as a result of the astral and cosmic force I can see in you.

Please answer these questions sincerely. What do you need?

- Money to live correctly.
- Good health to be able to profit from life.
- Friendship and affection, why not the love that has been so sorely lacking in your existence with someone who will know how to love you in return.

**You will obtain everything very rapidly, and even more!**

But how, you are asking. **dear**, please read on since what follows is very important for you.

You should know that I adore travelling and I travel a lot. There are two reasons for this:

- **the first:** I like contact with different people I don't know. Because I love visiting regions unknown to me, in particular those off the beaten tourist path: temples, churches, all types of monuments that provide me with intellectual richness that is the mirror of past civilisations and that has been sent to us for the future.

- **the second:** because I am a clairvoyant who permanently tries to deepen my knowledge (and those who say the contrary are not credible), to pierce the mysteries of life, to examine the sky, the stars and infinity, first to understand things personally and then to be able to adapt them to help my fellow man.

During my last trip, I was in Tibet and as I approached the province of LHASA, I very quickly sensed intense and powerful inner vibrations. It was like a powerful magnet was attracting me to this mythical and mystical place. I wasn't there by accident because I knew that an old wise man lived in the region, who I had to see. When I arrived, I had the distinct impression he was waiting for me. He knew who I was, where I came from and where I was going to arrive. Even though the man was very old, his entire person emanated an "aura" of goodness, generosity and an extraordinary intelligence.

His piercing look examined me very closely, with an intensity as if he wanted to penetrate my mind, perhaps to try and disconcert me. He very quickly understood that I was ready to share all my experiences with him. I was received in a sumptuously decorated room. I will always remember that delicate perfume that floated in the air, a perfume that enveloped and intoxicated me at the same time.

*Something incredible happened.*
We immediately understood each other, everything was now crystal-clear.

Because he had lived for several years in Ho Chi Minh City, at the time it was called Saigon, when everyone spoke English and French. What he said was so true, so profound, that it was impossible not to listen and admire him. He then fell silent and I understood that it was my turn to speak about myself, my vocation: clairvoyance. It was a very intense moment, and without wanting to brag, I felt respect and liking in the regard of this old man towards me. In a certain way he adopted me, that was a great honour for me and one of the highest professional recognitions I have ever received.

I believe this is the reason why this old man, “a Sage among Sages” wanted to offer me a marvellous box with “7 Sacred Bracelets” to thank me for my visit. He very precisely explained that I had to keep ONE BRACELET for myself since it would be the indestructible cosmic link that would bind us. In addition, ALL other FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS OF A “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” would be linked to me forever. The old wise man told me that I had to offer this precious object and IN NO CASE sell it, so that it can keep its magnetic and cosmic power. He also asked me to give the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” only to deserving and sincere people I will have chosen to the best of my knowledge and belief.

The “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” has the extraordinary power to provide wealth and abundance to those who possess it! "IT'S TRUE ...!"

I assure you that I have been wearing it for several months now. You will see to what point it will surprise you and give you satisfaction, provided of course you want it.

Allow me to explain: the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” concentrates powerful cosmic waves and energy that you will feel once you have received it and start using it. This “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” will surprise you more than once, since its power of success is like nothing you have seen. I myself have been staggered to see the positive and harmonious changes that happened in my own life, since I always wear it as my friend the old sage asked me. This has occurred in my professional life and my personal life.

I know that the “7 Sacred Bracelets” I received are linked by powerful magnetic waves that provide the happiness and success you desire.

I must thus give these Sacred Bracelets to trustworthy people who do not want to hoard the incredible effects of the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” for themselves alone, but who also want make those they love happy as well.
It was very difficult for me to select these 6 people who will own the fantastic “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA”. I pored over my files where I carefully keep the names of people who periodically needed me, who came to see me or who wrote to me. Your NAME was on a form out in the open on my desk, a single form with your name. You know that life is full of surprises, but only your name on a single sheet of paper, this was a sign and not a random occurrence. I normally write down at least 20 names on a form.

What luck for you!

There is a person who feels very strongly about you: it is one of your friends with whom I am in regular contact and whose name I cannot reveal for reasons of confidentiality and because I was expressly asked not to do. This person suffers to see you so sad, so stressed, and at the same time admires the way you fight to have a “little place in the sun” (this expression is from your friend). Since this person also went through through the same things as you and knew you won't succeed without my help, I was asked to come to your aid very quickly ...

When I held your form in my hands, I felt a very intense vibration, like a small electric discharge that propagated throughout my body. I wanted to be absolutely sure, so I randomly pulled out another form from my files: nothing, no reaction. I wanted to be sure a second time and in all honesty, I took one of the 7 Sacred Bracelets of Lhasa in one hand and your form in the other and that's when I realised that you were really the selected person to whom I had to give the “BRACELET OF LHASA”. This was a truly exceptional sign that I experienced because of you. I am telling you, your “lucky star” is there, once again shining in the heavens.

I can attest to this … Profit from this situation without hesitating!

This is my promise!

Respond quickly since I am sure that you are one of the last deserving people I must help NOW so that you can benefit from all these possibilities of the bracelet and its POWERS THAT AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDE HAPPINESS. Believe me, once you will have received the “Sacred Bracelet of Lhasa”, you will suddenly feel an incomparable WELLBEING and your life will finally change for the good. I promise you.

You can thus start your new and marvellous life and also help those who are close to you. I know that you need my help now and I assure you that you will win on all fronts with me. You will not regret it!

Here is what you have to do now!

After reading everything, fill out the Order Form and return it in the enclosed reply envelope without hesitating. Enclose your payment to cover costs of the dossier and shipment of the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” and the “personal and confidential notice for its use”. My instructions are very easy to understand but you must have them.

Everything will then happen automatically, with no effort on your part, with no money to pay out, without restrictions … You will be able to use the “SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA” day and night and wherever you want. Its “Ultra-Positive Emanations” action has no limits, in space or time. You will succeed in all areas:

The last page that follows contains even more proof!
Do you want the first proof of how the "SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA" will work for you, dear [redacted]

Look at the first page of this long letter, where you can see:

[redacted]

you have been formally identified as the ONLY MAIN WINNER of the bank cheque for NZ$ 15,000.00*.

YES! You can see for yourself that its powers to create happiness are already acting on you!

I promised my benefactor to not denigrate the use of this fantastic and magical jewel. It must keep its secret so as to serve only those who possess it. Once I receive your acceptance, I will send your "SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA" and your "Personal and confidential notice for its use" in a discreet package.

So please answer now.
Your devoted friend.

P.S.: Dear [redacted] if for any reason you decide to return the "SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA" within 3 months of receiving it, I am solemnly committed to refunding the entire amount you paid - without you having to give any explanation whatsoever.

P.P.S.: I know you will answer without hesitating. Nevertheless, if I do not hear from you within 15 DAYS, for any reason - that I would have difficulty in understanding - my obligation towards you will cease and I will take the liberty of offering the "SACRED BRACELET OF LHASA" to another person I have not yet selected. This would be a cruel deception for me, and an immense waste for you ... I don't even dare think about it, [redacted]

another proof!

GUARANTEED PAYMENT TO THE WINNER

The Prize Payment Form ASSURES YOU the reception of the UNIQUE BANK CHEQUE for NZ$ 15,000.00.

After fulfilling all the conditions and after positive verification by a notary.

Please do not wait too long. I must soon remit this amount to the lucky winner.